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January 19th, 2018  

Weekly Market Update 
 

Last year's strong equity market 
performance has carried over into 
2018 with few signs that it may be 
abating. The threat of a partial U.S. 
Government shutdown dampened 
the bullish mood somewhat over this 
past week, but market weakness was 
relatively muted and U.S. stocks 
managed to post nice gains on the 
week amid what has been a good 
start to the earnings season and what 
continues to be a strong global 
economic backdrop. International 
markets gained ground over the past 
week as well as benefiting from 
better-than-expected economic 
growth out of China. In fact, a report 
out during the week showed that 
China's economic growth picked up a little pace during the fourth quarter. In the U.S., we saw mixed housing 
data and evidence of a slight moderation in regional manufacturing activity, but the bad weather may have 
negatively impacted both data points. Meanwhile, the Fed's Beige Book indicated a moderate pace of 
economic activity across the 12 Federal Reserve Districts. It noted better-than-expected holiday sales for 
retailers and very tight labor-market conditions that included evidence employers are having difficulty finding 
qualified applicants. Weekly jobless claims hit a 45-year low, representing further indication of a mature and 
tight labor market. Elsewhere, a preliminary read on consumer sentiment disappointed, showing a modest 
decline from near multi-year highs.   

In the coming week, we will get our first look at U.S. economic growth during the fourth quarter. The 
consensus estimate among economists puts growth near an annualized pace of 3%. We have not seen 
three quarters of 3% or more economic growth since mid-2004. Post the 2008 recession, we have had 
uneven, below average economic growth in the U.S. With tax reform and a global economy that was already 
picking up momentum, we could finally see sustained above-trend economic growth, at least over the next 
few quarters.  

High business and consumer confidence and the potential for a further pickup in earnings growth has 
supported recent equity market gains despite elevated valuations and growing concerns that markets may 
be overdue for a correction. At 300-plus trading days, the S&P 500 Index is still in the midst of its longest 
stretch without seeing as much as a 3% pullback from a high. The abnormally low volatility has left some 
analysts and pundits suggesting market participants have become too complacent. While a number of 
investor sentiment measures are near overly optimistic levels, many intermediate-term technical indicators 
continue to suggest to us markets may have more room to run before we could see a pullback. We are 
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watching these key indicators closely. Any pullback is likely to be modest and not represent the end of the 
current bull market in our view. 

Meanwhile, interest rates have moved steadily higher this year with the 10-year topping 2.60% and 
touching its highest level in three years on Friday of this past week. Many analysts see this level as key to 
indicating whether long-term rates will break their 30-plus year downtrend. Yields have bumped up against 
the downward sloping trend line at different times in the last few years only to see the long-term downtrend 
hold. A sustained breach to the upside of the 2.60% to 2.70% level would likely suggest the end of the 30-
plus year bond-bull market is at hand. Short-term rates are at their highest level since late 2008. The greater 
likelihood of more interest rate increases from the Federal Reserve has kept short-term interest rates in a 
general uptrend, but skepticism over economic growth picking up, tepid inflation and continued quantitative 
easing by the European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan have helped to keep long-term rates from 
rising much over the last year or so.  

As 2018 unfolds, markets are dealing with another batch of political dysfunction in Washington, 
continued skepticism that the Fed will raise its target interest rate three or more times this year and worry 
that another financial asset bubble may be forming. As markets closed on Friday, Congress had not found a 
solution to the budget impasse that could result in a partial government shutdown come midnight Friday. It 
will be interesting if any resolution comes out of the weekend. The longer the government shutdown goes, 
the more it could impact market sentiment and economic growth. But we have seen this show before and 
previous shutdowns have not had much of an impact on the pervading market trend at the time. If this drama 
drags on over the next week or so, it could drive a little more volatility in equity markets. Nevertheless, we 
would expect a relatively quick resolution to the impasse with market participants returning their focus 
towards the earnings season, which really heats up next week. 

As for the Fed, the market still only sees two or three rate hikes at this time. We think there is a good 
chance we will see four. A faster pace of interest rate hikes and the potential for long-term rates to move 
higher more quickly remains a key risk to equity markets in our view, but we think a steady and slow rise 
would likely allow the economy and risk appetites to adjust without abruptly ending the current bull market. 
Any pullback would likely be short lived given that there is still a low risk of a recession unfolding in the U.S. 
over the near term. Add the potential for faster earnings growth over the next couple of quarters and we 
continue to believe favoring risk assets in our dynamic positioning makes sense. We continue to maintain 
minimal exposure to nominal U.S. Treasuries, preferring instead some inflation-protected Treasury exposure 
given what we see as the potential for higher inflation and the need to keep some bond holdings as a ballast 
to "risk-off" trading. Overall, we continue to have an underweight position in bonds given the prospects for 
faster economic growth, a pickup in inflation and less monetary policy accommodation worldwide. All of 
which could keep upward pressure on interest rates. 

Regardless of the market’s near-term direction, it is important to remember that setting the appropriate 
strategic asset allocation for your circumstances and risk preferences are important steps to executing your 
financial plan. If you would like to discuss your asset allocation, time horizon, or risk tolerance please 
contact us at 303-470-1209 and we would be happy to address your concerns. 
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• Kummer Financial Strategies, LLC is an SEC registered investment advisor. Securities offered through 
Montage Securities, LLC, Member FINRA & SIPC, 5700 W 112th Street, Suite 500, Overland Park, KS 
66211. 

• Clients should be aware of risk when investing, including potential loss of principal. 
• Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  Rebalancing, asset allocation or alternative 

strategies may or may not produce positive results. 
• Performance, economic, and market statistics were provided by Yahoo Finance and Ned Davis Research. 
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